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Status
  • Closed

Subject
  Links pointing to nowhere

Version
  1.9.x

Category
  • Error

Feature
  Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
  Article
  Blog
  Forum
  FAQ
  Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)

Resolution status
  Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
  Jan Krohn

Lastmod by
  pkdille

Rating

Description
When the Wiki feature is disabled, some links are created pointing to nowhere.

Example:
http://www.vic-fontaine.com/forum/tiki-view_forum_thread.php?comments_parentId=13&topics_sort_mode=lastPost_desc&forumId=1

First link points to:

"This feature is disabled: feature_wiki"

Similar in articles:
http://www.vic-fontaine.com/forum/tiki-read_article.php?articleId=1

A link to is automatically created for the key word TikiWiki:

Test user/password: smarty

Solution
Fixed in future version 3.0 with commit 15304.

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
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This issue occurs when Wikiwords is enabled and wiki feature disabled.

In this case, the parser is creating links to wiki pages written in CamelCase. Ths parser, before creating a link should test if wikiwords enabled AND wiki enabled.
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